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constellation

Stellar properties do not greatly depend 
on initial conditions

• Little evidence for variation of the Galactic IMF

• Bastian, Covey & Meyer (2010)

• Little evidence for systematic variations of multiplicity properties

• Multiplicity of wide systems tends to be 

• Lower at old ages and/or in dense clusters (Duchene & Kraus (2013) and references therein)

• Not obviously dependent on stellar density - Taurus exception (King et al. 2012a)

• Separation distributions

• Evidence for truncation in dense clusters (e.g. Scally, Clarke & McCaughrean 1999; Reipurth et 
al. 2007)

• But indistinguishable over at most separations in different regions (King et al. 2012b)
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• Tend to predict that the IMF depends on

• Mean Jeans mass (i.e. density and temperature)

• Turbulent Mach number (more turbulent produces broader range of stellar masses)

• Padoan & Nordlund (2002,2004); Hennebelle & Chabrier (2008, 2009,2013);          
Hopkins (2012)

Padoan & Nordlund (2004)
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Figure 5. Peak position of the CMF as a function of 1 + b2M2. The solid lines
display the peak position (Equation (40)) for !2 = 1.1 and for various values of
"crit/"̄ =1, 10, 102, and 103 (from top to bottom). The dashed line corresponds
to the peak position for !1 = 0.7 (Equation (31)) whereas the dotted line is for
!1 = 1.
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while Equations (27), (28), and (30) remain unchanged.

5.2. Peak Position for a Barotropic Equation of State

Finding an exact expression for the position of the peak with
a barotropic eos is not possible. However, one can estimate
its value in two limiting cases. First, if the contribution of the
second term to the thermal pressure (Equation (34)) is negligible,
i.e., Kcrit $ 1, the eos is nearly polytropic and the peak
position is given by Equation (31). Second, if for the densities
corresponding to the mass of the peak position, % Mpeak/R

3,
the second contribution of Equation (34) is dominant, then in
the thermally dominated regime, we have with Equation (38)
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In any case, the peak position should be close to the maximum
of the two values given by Equations (31) and (40), respectively

Figure 6. Core mass function for M = 6 and M2
" = 2, for various values of

the constant ratio "crit/"̄, namely, 10, 102, and 103, from right to left. The solid
lines correspond to the case m = 1 while the dashed lines correspond to m = 3.
The dotted line displays the isothermal case.
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Figure 5 shows the peak position as a function of exp($ 2) =
1 + b2M2. The solid lines display the peak position (Equation
(40)) for !2 = 1.1 and for various values of "crit/"̄ =1, 10, 102,
and 103. The dashed line corresponds to the peak position for
!1 = 0.7 (Equation (31)) whereas the dotted line is for !1 = 1
(isothermal gas). For realistic values of exp($ 2) % 5–50, the
peak position is almost always given by the solid lines since
they lead to values larger than the values displayed by the dashed
line. Therefore, the peak position is essentially determined by
the nearly isothermal regime (effective polytropic exponent
!2 % 1.1 in this case). This stems from the fact that as shown in
Figure 3, the peak position changes very rapidly with the value
of ! .

The comparison between the dotted and solid lines reveals
that, for realistic values of the ratio "crit/"̄ % 102–103, the
peak position occurs at much smaller masses in the barotropic
case considered here than in the isothermal case. This indicates
that the cloud’s mean density has to be much smaller in the
barotropic case than in the isothermal case for the peak of the
CMF to occur at the same mass.

It is already interesting at this stage (detailed comparisons are
performed in Section 6.1), to compare these analytical results
with the numerical results obtained by Jappsen et al. (2005),
displayed in their Figure 5, which portrays the IMF obtained for
various values of n̄crit/n̄ % 0.5, 5, 50, and 500, corresponding to
n̄ % 8.4#104 cm!3 and n̄crit = 4.3#104, 4.3#105, 4.3#106,
and 4.3 # 107 cm!3, respectively. We estimate the peak of the
IMF for these four values of n̄crit/n̄ to be located at, respectively,
Mpeak/M& % 2.5, 0.5, 0.16, and 0.06. These numbers can be
compared with Equation (40) which, for !1 = 0.7 and !2 = 1.1,
predicts that !Mpeak ' ("crit/"̄)0.6. Computing the corresponding
exponent from the above quoted values, we find typically
!Mpeak ' ("crit/"̄)0.55 in the simulations which, given the large
uncertainties inherent to such difficult numerical calculations,
appears to be fully compatible with the value of 0.6 predicted
by Equation (40).

5.3. Results for a Barotropic Equation of State

Figure 6 shows the CMF for M = 6 and M2
" = 2, for various

values of the constant "crit/"̄, namely, 10, 102, and 103. The solid
lines display the case m = 1 in Equation (34), the dashed lines

Another important issue is to determine whether turbulence is
globally promoting or quenching star formation (Krumholz &
McKee 2005). Numerically (e.g.,MacLow&Klessen 2004), it has
been found that the global effect of turbulence on star formation is
negative, although the turbulent support is much more effective if
the driving is imposed at small scales. To verify this conclusion,
we have computed the total mass density included in the gravita-
tionally bound prestellar cores,Mtot /V !
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0.18, 0.25, and 0.33, respectively. For these calculations, we have
included the previously neglected second term in equation (33)
and, thus, use the complete relation forN (M ). As explained in
x 5.1.3, the integral

R 1
0 MN (M )dM is constant. In reality, how-

ever, the system has a finite mass and size, so that the integral
must be truncated whenR ’ Li or, equivalently, whenM ’ !̄L3

i .
Thus, the value of the integral depends on the injection scale. As
discussed above, integrating until R ! Li is questionable, and we
thus stop the integration at R ! 2Li /3 ! Lcut. We have verified
that using different values of Lcut yields the same trends and qual-
itatively similar results. Quantitatively speaking, however, the re-
sults obviously depend on the value of R at which the integration
is stopped.

Figure 4 portrays the results of this global star formation effi-
ciency as a function of the Mach numberM. The top curve cor-

responds to the largest value of M/M", i.e., the smallest value
of k0J /Li, whereas the bottom curve corresponds to the opposite.
We see that, for a fixed value ofM/M", the higher theMach num-
ber, the smaller the star formation efficiency. In the same vein, for
a given Mach number, the higher M", the less efficient the star
formation. These behaviors are in agreement with and provide a
theoretical foundation to what has been inferred from numerical
simulations. We stress that, quantitatively, these results depend
on the choice of Lcut. They demonstrate, however, that turbulence
largely decreases the efficiency of star formation.

7. DISCUSSION

7.1. Comparison with Observations

7.1.1. The Shape of the CMF/IMF

Figure 5 compares our analytical CMF/IMF (eq. [44]) for three
values of the Mach number, namely,M ! 6, 12, and 25, with
the IMF representative of the Galactic field and young clusters
(Chabrier 2003a). The latter reflects the so-called system IMF,
since in general, present limitations on angular resolution do not
allow one to resolve these systems into individual objects. On the
other hand, our calculations are representative of the early stages

Fig. 3.—Mass spectrum for various values ofM andM" for a constant ratio
M/M" ! 4:24. Values ofM correspond to 3, 6, and 12 from the narrower to the
broader distributions, respectively.

Fig. 4.—Total mass density over the initial mass density as a function of the
Mach numberM for various values ofM/M" (see text; decreasing from top to
bottom).

Fig. 5.—Comparison between the theoretical IMF/CMF,dN/d logM (solid line),
obtainedwithM ! 6 (top), 12 (middle), 25 (bottom), andM2

" ! 2 and the stellar /
brown dwarf system IMF (dotted line) of Chabrier (2003a). The peak of this latter
IMF has been adjusted arbitrarily to the one of each theoretical mass function.
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constellationNumerical simulations

• Simplest hydrodynamical simulations also predict an IMF with a 
characteristic stellar mass than scales with the typical Jeans mass

• Include gravity, hydrodynamics and a simple equation of state

• Klessen, Burkert & Bate (1998); Bate & Bonnell (2005); Bate (2005, 2009c)

• Jappsen et al. (2005); Bonnell, Clarke & Bate (2006)

Typical molecular cloud  (Bate et al. 2003)
Jeans mass 1 M⨀, Opacity limit 3 MJ, P(k)∝k-4

Denser cloud  (Bate & Bonnell 2005)
Jeans mass 1/3 M⨀

Cumulative IMFs
Bate & Bonnell (2005)

Denser
Cloud

`Standard’
1 M⨀ Jeans mass



Competitive accretion the IMF

Ejection
Reipurth & 

Clarke (2001)
Bate et al. (2002) Competitive  Accretion

Bonnell et al. (1997, 2001)

Jeans Mass

Competition between accretion and ejection (Bate & Bonnell 2005)



Why do observed stellar properties not 
seem to depend on initial conditions?

• Either initial conditions do not vary much, or compensate each other

• Elmegreen, Klessen & Wilson (2008) - actual typical Jeans masses depend weakly on 
environment

• Hennebelle & Chabrier (2008, 2009) - appealing to Larson’s laws, when Jeans mass 
increases, Mach number increases so may offset each other

• Hennebelle (2012) - more detailed compensation between density, velocity 
dispersion and temperature

• Or star formation process may be self-regulating

• Physics is must be more complicated than just gravity + hydrodynamics + simple 
equation of state

• e.g. Protostellar/stellar feedback, Magnetic fields
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constellationSelf-regulation via protostellar interactions

• Gravitational fragmentation of structured molecular gas to form stellar 
groups

• Exactly how the structure arises may not be so important (Bonnell et al. 1997-2001;   
Klessen et al. 1998-2001; Bate 2009c)

• Dissipative dynamical interactions between accreting protostars

• Gives an IMF-like mass distribution (competitive accretion), but depends on global Jeans 
mass  (Bate & Bonnell 2005; Jappsen et al. 2005, Bonnell et al. 2006)

• Leads to observed multiplicity fractions & properties of multiple systems (Bate 2009a, 2012)

• Radiative interactions (feedback) between accreting protostars

• Enables the production of an (almost) invariant IMF (Bate 2009b)

• All three together can reproduce observed stellar properties

• Bate (2012)



When does competitive accretion operate?

• Protostellar seeds in a (uniform) gas reservoir

• Bonnell et al. (1997, 2001)

• Nonlinearly structured gas (no initial velocities)

• Klessen et al. (1998); Klessen & Burkert (2000, 2001)

• Strong turbulence (both decaying and large-scale                                        
driven turbulence)

• Klessen 2001; Bate et al. (2003-2005);                                                           
Bonnell et al. (2003-2010); Bate (2009-2012)

• What doesn’t work ?

• No structure or turbulence (e.g. uniform sphere)

• Small-scale turbulent driving (Klessen 2001)

• Centrally-condensed initial conditions resist fragmentation (Girichidis et al. 2011),             
especially with radiative feedback (Krumholz et al. 2011)
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Fig. 1.—Time evolution and fragmentation of a region of 222 Jeans masses in the interior of a molecular cloud with initial Gaussian density fluctuations with
power law . The collapse sets in and soon forms a cluster of highly condensed cores, which continue to accrete from the surrounding gas reservoir.2P(k) ! 1/k
At , about 10% of all the gas mass is converted into “protostellar” cores (black dots). At and , these values are 30% and 60%, respectively.t ! 1.6 t ! 2.0 t ! 2.8
The initial number of particles used for the SPH simulation is 500,000. For legibility, only every 10th particle is plotted.

molecular cloud, we have to prevent global collapse. Therefore,
we use periodic boundaries, applying the Ewald (1921) method
in a Particle Mesh–like scheme (Klessen 1997). In this Letter,
we present a simulation with 500,000 SPH particles.

3. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR CLOUD FRAGMENTATION

The structure of molecular clouds is very complex, con-
sisting of a hierarchy of clumps and filaments on all scales (for
a review, see Blitz 1993). Many attempts have been made to
identify the clump structure and derive its properties (Stutzki
& Güsten 1990; Williams, De Geus, & Blitz 1994). As starting
conditions, we choose density fields with Gaussian random
fluctuations that follow a power spectrum ; i.e.,2P(k) ! 1/k
large-scale fluctuations have, on average, large amplitudes,
whereas the amplitudes of short-wavelength modes decay qua-
dratically. The fields are generated by applying the Zeldovich
(1970) approximation to an originally homogeneous gas dis-
tribution: we compute a hypothetical field of density fluctua-
tions in Fourier space and solve Poisson’s equation in order to
obtain the corresponding self-consistent velocity field. These
velocities are then used to advance the particles in one big
step .dt

4. A CASE STUDY

As a case study, we present the time evolution of a region
in the interior of a molecular cloud containing a total mass of
222 Jeans masses, determined from the temperature and mean
density of the gas. Figure 1 depicts snapshots of the system
initially and when 10%, 30%, and 60% of the gas mass has

been accreted onto the protostellar cores. Note that this cube
has to be seen periodically replicated in all directions. Initially,
pressure smears out small-scale features, whereas large-scale
fluctuations start to collapse on themselves and into filaments
and knots. After ,1 the first highly condensed cores formt " 0.9
in the centers of the most massive and densest Jeans-unstable
gas clumps and are replaced by sink particles. Soon, clumps
of lower initial mass and density follow, altogether creating a
hierarchically structured cluster of accreting protostellar cores.

4.1. Scaling Properties
The gas is isothermal. Hence, the calculations are scale free,

depending only on one parameter: the dimensionless temper-
ature , which is defined as the ratio betweenT { E / FE Fint pot
the internal2 and gravitational energy of the gas. The model
can thus be applied to star-forming regions with different phys-
ical properties. In the case of a dark cloud with mean density

cm and a temperature K like Taurus-"3n(H ) " 100 T " 102
Auriga, the computation corresponds to a cube of length 10 pc
and a total mass of 6300 M (with the Jeans mass being,

M ). The dimensionless time unit corresponds toM ! 28J ,

yr. For a high-density star-forming region like Orion,62.2# 10
with cm , these values scale to 0.32 pc and 2005 "3n(H ) " 102

1 Time is measured in dimensionless units, with being defined by thet ! 0
start of the SPH simulation. For adequate timing, the Zeldovich shift interval

has to be added. As a reference, the free-fall time of the isolated cubedt ! 1.5
would be .t ! 1.4ff

2 In the case of isotropic turbulence, the nonthermal (turbulent) contributions
can also be accounted for in this expression: .E ! E # Eint therm turb
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Fig. 2.—Mass growth history for 14 protostellar cores that were selected
from a total of 55. The numbers reflect the order of their formation.

Fig. 3.—(a–d) Mass distribution of gas clumps (thin lines) and of protostellar cores (thick lines) at times , 0.7, 1.3, and 2.0 when, respectively, 0%,t ! 0.0
10%, 30%, and 60% of the total gas mass is condensed in cores. The vertical lines indicate the resolution limit of the simulation with 500,000 particles, and the
dashed lines illustrate the observed clump mass spectrum with (Blitz 1993). (e) Comparison of the final core mass spectrum (thick line) with"1.5dN/dM ! M
different observationally based models for the IMF. The thick dashed line denotes the lognormal form for the IMF, uncorrected for binary stars as proposed by
Kroupa et al. (1990). In order for the peaks of both distributions to overlap, a core star formation efficiency h has to be assumed. The agreement in width is
remarkable. The multiple power-law IMF, corrected for binary stars (Kroupa et al. 1993), is shown by the thin solid line. As a reference, the thin dashed line
denotes the Salpeter (1955) IMF. Both are scaled to fit at the high-mass end of the spectrum. All masses are scaled to the overall Jeans mass in the system.

M , respectively, again assuming K. The Jeans massT " 10,

is 0.9 M , and the timescale is yr.46.9# 10,

4.2. Importance of Dynamical Interaction and
Competitive Accretion

The location and time at which protostellar cores form is
determined by the dynamical evolution of their parental gas
clouds. Besides collapsing individually, clumps stream toward
a common center of attraction, where they merge with each
other or undergo further fragmentation. The formation of dense
cores in the centers of clumps depends strongly on the relation
between the timescales for individual collapse, merging, and
subfragmentation. Individual clumps may become Jeans un-
stable, start to collapse, and form condensed cores in their
centers. While collapsing, these clumps also interact with each
other. When clumps merge, the larger, new clump continues to
collapse, but this new clump now contains a multiple system
of cores in its center. Now sharing a common environment,
these cores compete for the limited reservoir of gas in their
surroundings (see, e.g., Price & Podsiadlowski 1995 and Bon-
nell et al. 1997). Furthermore, the “protostellar” cores interact
gravitationally with each other. As in dense stellar clusters,

close encounters lead to the formation of unstable triple or
higher order systems and alter the orbital parameters of the
cluster members. As a result, a considerable fraction of the
“protostellar” cores gets expelled from their parental clump.
Suddenly bereft of the massive gas inflow from their collapsing
surroundings, they effectively stop accreting, and their final
mass is determined. Ejected objects can travel quite far and
resemble the weak-line T Tauri stars found via X-ray obser-
vations in the vicinities of star-forming molecular clouds (see,
e.g., Neuhäuser et al. 1995 and Wichmann et al. 1997).
In Figure 2, we plot the accretion history of 14 representative

protostellar cores in the simulation. The objects are numbered
according to their time of formation. The figure illustrates the
following trends: (a) The cores that form first tend to have the
largest final masses. They emerge from the initial clumps with
the highest densities. The mass of the initial clumps composes
a considerable fraction of the final mass of the cores. (b) Matter
that contracts into dense cores at later times (say ) hast ! 2
already undergone considerable dynamical evolution. Small
initial clumps stream toward each other along filaments. At the
intersections of filaments, they merge and may undergo rapid
collapse, when enough mass is accumulated. (c) Once dense
cores have formed, they evolve as a result of accretion, com-
peting for gas from the surrounding reservoir and interacting
dynamically, as described above. For example, at , coret " 1.8
19 is expelled from a dense clump at the intersection of two
massive filaments by a triple interaction with cores 1 and 17.
It stops accreting. However, it still is bound to the gas knot,
which grows in mass as a result of continuous infall. It falls
back onto the clump of gas and resumes accreting at .t " 2.0
Cores 9 and 41 are also expelled from their parental clumps,
but unlike core 19, their accretion is terminated completely.
These dynamical interactions between cores are an important
agent in shaping the mass distribution.

4.3. Mass Spectrum—Implications for
the Initial Mass Function

Figures 3a–3d describe the mass distribution of identified
gas clumps (thin lines) and of protostellar cores (thick lines).
To identify individual clumps, we have developed an algorithm
similar to the method described by Williams et al. (1994) but
based on the framework of SPH. As a reference, we also plot

Klessen, Burkert & Bate (1998)



Bate 2009a:   500 M⨀ cloud with decaying turbulence, 35 million SPH particles
                   Follows binaries to 1 AU, discs to ~10 AU
                   Forms 1253 stars and brown dwarfs - best statistics to date from a single calculation
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constellationMultiplicity as a Function of Primary Mass

• Dissipative N-body interactions naturally produce a multiplicity that 
increases with primary mass

• In binary-single or multiple-multiple encounters, low-mass objects tend to loose 
companions and high-mass objects tend to retain or gain

• Multiplicity fraction = (B+T+Q) / (S+B+T+Q)
• Observations: Close et al. 2003; Basri & Reiners 2006; Fisher & Marcy 1992;  Duquennoy & 

Mayor 1991; Preibisch et al. 1999; Mason et al. 1998
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constellationStellar Mass Distribution
• Competitive accretion/ejection gives

• Salpeter-type slope at high-mass end

• Low-mass turn over

• >6 times as many brown dwarfs as a typical star-forming region
• Not due to sink particle approximation - results almost identical for different sink parameters
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BBB2003: Typical molecular cloud
Jeans mass 1 M⨀, Opacity limit 3 MJ, P(k)∝k-4 B2009b (BBB2003, but with Radiative Transfer)

http://www.astro.ex.ac.uk/people/mbate
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Bate 2009b:  Typical cloud: Jeans mass 1 M⨀, P(k)∝k-4

with Radiative Transfer

Mass weight temperature (Log 9-100 K)Log Column Density

http://www.astro.ex.ac.uk/people/mbate
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constellationRadiative Feedback and the IMF
• Radiative feedback reduces the number of objects by factors of 3-5

• Radiative feedback brings the star to brown dwarf ratio in line with 
observations

• Observations suggest a ratio of 5 ± 2

• Chabrier 2003; Greissl et al. 2007; Luhman 2007; Thies & Kroupa 2007,2008; Andersen et al. 2008

• Small simulations:  25:5 ~ 5

• Furthermore, dependence of the IMF                                                   on 
cloud density is removed

• K-S test on the two IMFs with radiative                                                           feedback 
shows them to be indistinguishable

Bate (2009b)
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constellationThe Apparent Invariance of the IMF
• Bate 2009b

• In the absence of stellar feedback, cloud fragments into objects separated by Jeans length

• Jeans length and Jeans mass smaller for denser clouds

• But, heating of the gas surrounding a newly-formed protostar inhibits nearby fragmentation                                                              

• Effectively increases the effective Jeans length and Jeans mass

• Effective Jeans length and Jeans mass increases by a larger fraction in denser clouds

• This greater fractional increase largely offsets the natural decrease in Jeans mass in denser clouds

• Bate (2009b) show that this effective Jeans mass depends very weakly on cloud density
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Bate 2012:   500 M⨀ cloud with decaying turbulence
 Includes radative feedback and a realistic equation of state

                 Produces 183 stars and brown dwarfs, following all binaries, plus discs to ~1 AU
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constellationFirst Large-Scale Calculation Consistent with 
Wide Range of Observed Stellar Properties

• Mass function consistent with Chabrier (2005)

• Stars to brown dwarf ratio:  N(1.0-0.08)/N(0.03-0.08) = 
117/31 = 3.8

• Multiplicity consistent with field

• Binary mass ratios consistent with field

G&K primaries

M-dwarfs

Very-low-mass

Mass function Multiplicity

Mass ratios



Sicilia-Aguilar et al.: Herschel/PACS CrA observations

Fig. 10. An expanded view of the approximate temperature map from Figure 9. The known cluster members and submillimetre
emission regions are marked by stars and labeled. Protostars and disks tend to appear hot (red), while the starless 870 µm regions
are clearly colder than the rest of the cloud. FP-25 appears colder than IRS 5, and IRS 7e is also colder than IRS 7w. There is no
significant emission near IRS 9, located to the east of a submillimetre ”hole”. The Class 0 candidates, SMM 1 A and SMM 1 As, are
clearly colder than the dominant Class I protostars and the disked objects. The very low-mass protostellar candidate, G-122, is also
colder than more massive Class I sources. The secondary peak of the LABOCA map, coincident with source SMM 6 from Nutter
et al.(2005), appears as a distinct region even colder than the Class 0 protostars.

disk rim at the dust destruction radius (for silicate dust, located
at the distance at which the temperature reaches 1500 K), and
a typical grain population with sizes between 0.1 and 100 µm
following a collisional power law distribution with exponent -
3.5. We take the outer disk radius to be 100 AU for the low-
mass stars, and 300-400 AU for the intermediate-mass stars5.
The dust component of the disk is assumed to be composed of
amorphous grains with similar amounts of Mg and Fe (Jäger et
al. 1994; Dorschner et al. 19956). This simple dust model repro-
duces the strength of the silicate features very well, although we
note that the main purpose of this exercise is to understand the
global SED shape, and not the dust composition in the disk at-
mosphere. In addition, 25% of carbon has been included, with
a similar size distribution as the silicate grains. In order to ob-

5 S CrA and T CrA. In both cases we started with a 100 AU outer
disk radius, but the submillimetre and millimetre observations of S CrA
suggest a slightly larger radius and presence of larger dust grains.
6 See http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/OCDB/newsilicates.html

tain the full disk mass, we consider a gas-to-dust ratio of 100.
We assume that there is no dust temperature dependence on the
grain size, and the dust grains are considered to be well mixed
(i.e., without size-dependent di!erential settling). The stellar pa-
rameters (namely R! and Te f f ) were estimated by using the
temperature-spectral type relation for Taurus stars (Kenyon &
Hartmann 1995) and varying the radius to reproduce the total
observed luminosity in the optical/near-IR.

These simple models do not account for the many e!ects
expected in protoplanetary disks (e.g. di!erential settling and
grain growth, inside-out evolution), but our aim is to understand
the global SED shape and properties of the disks. Only in cases
where no reasonable fit to the observed SED could be achieved
with the simplified models, we included additional parameters,
specifically by considering: inclusion of large grains/removal of
small grains in the dust component, modification of the inner
disk rim to include an inner hole at distances larger than the dust
destruction radius, and variation of the flaring and dust proper-

14

Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2012)
Corona Australis
Temperature Map

Bate (2012)
Temperature Map



Dependence of Stellar Properties on Metallicity: Opacity

• Bate (2014) repeated Bate (2012), but with opacities for 3 different 
`metallicities’

• Use opacities corresponding to metallicities Z=0.01 Z⊙ ,0.1 Z⊙ , Z⊙ , and 3 Z⊙

• Does NOT take into account all of the effects of reduced metallicities

• Assumes dust cooling still dominates

• Breaks down as gas and dust temperatures decouple

• Gas opacities from Ferguson et al. (2005)

• Each calculation produces 170 - 200 stars (733 total)

• Look for variation of stellar properties





Dependence of Stellar Properties on Opacity

• No significant dependence of any stellar property

• Despite varying opacity by a factor of 300

• IMFs consistent with Chabrier (2005)

• Multiplicity is a strong function of primary mass

• In good agreement with observational surveys

Cumulative IMFs                   Cumulative Separation Dist.

Multiplicity vs Primary Mass



Stellar Properties and Opacity

• If IMF is so dependent on radiative feedback, why are stellar 
properties so independent of opacity?

• Temperature of dust around a protostar (optically thin)

• where β depends on absorption properties of dust (e.g. Ivezic & Elitzur 1997)

• If gas is 

• Thermally coupled to the dust (as assumed in Bate 2014), and

• Infrared radiation is optically thin (valid or marginally valid for Bate 2014)

• Then, gas temperature around protostars does not depend on 
magnitude of opacity

• i.e. Effects of radiative feedback should be similar

T ∝ L1/4
∗ r−2/(4+β)



Overall Stellar Properties
• Since the individual IMFs and multiplicities are indistinguishable 

we can combine the results from the three calculations with the 
highest opacities (535 stars and brown dwarfs)

• Bate (2014):  Best numerically-determined stellar properties to date

• The IMF and multiplicity as a function of primary mass are indistinguishable 
from observations

• Ratio of stars to brown dwarfs ~3.8:1  (c.f.  Andersen et al. 2008:  5 ± 2 )
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constellationLong-term Evolution?
• Hydrodynamical evolution only followed for ~3x105 yr

• How does the cluster evolve on 10 Myr timescales?

• Does gas dispersal unbind the cluster (only 15-38% of mass in stars)?

• Destruction or formation of binary and multiple systems?

• Kroupa (1995a,1995b):  N-body simulations beginning with 100% binaries found many 
binaries were quickly destroyed

• Is it possible to form very wide binaries in the halo of ejected stars?

• Moeckel & Bate (2010) used N-body6 code to evolve end state of 
Bate (2009a)‘s hydrodynamical simulation to an age of 10 Myr

• Four cases:

• Instantaneous gas removal

• Gas decreases to 10% after 0.3 Myr

• Gas decreases to 10% after 1 Myr

• No gas removal



Evolution over 10 Myr
Instantaneous Gas Removal   (Moeckel & Bate 2010)
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constellationThe Evolution of Cluster Structure

• Hydrodynamical evolution

• Stars form along filaments in sub-clusters

• Sub-clusters merge to form one massive cluster surrounded by a halo of ejected stars

• N-body evolution

• Cluster expands by a factor of ~20 (from 0.05 pc to 2 pc - comparable to ONC)

• More stars ejected

• Ejected stars continue to expand

• Quantify using Q parameter

• Cartwright & Whitworth (2004)

• Q<0.8: Sub-structure / fractal

• Q=0.8: No structure

• Q>0.8: Density gradient or cluster/halo
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constellationLagrangian Radii

• Remnant cluster

• Contains 30-40% of stellar mass

• Expands from 0.05 pc to 1-2 pc over 4-10 Myr 
except in the case without gas removal

• Halo

• Freely expands to >100 pc in <10 Myr
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constellationStellar Multiplicity
• End of hydrodynamical calculation

• Multiplicity (= B+T+Q / [S+B+T+Q] ) is an increasing function of primary mass

• Evolution over 10 Myr has little impact on multiplicities

• Primordial multiple systems formed in a cluster are naturally resistant to disruption

• Cannot separate star formation from multiple system formation10 N. Moeckel & M. R. Bate

Figure 10. Multiplicity fraction as a function of primary mass. The top left panel gives the results at the end of the hydrodynamical calculation (0.3 Myr),
while the other panels give the results at the end of the N-body evolutions (10 Myr) for three cases: instantaneous gas removal (top right), T0.1 = 0.3 Myr
(lower left), and with no gas removal (lower right). The blue filled squares surrounded by shaded regions give the results from the calculations with their
statistical uncertainties. The open black squares with error bars and/or upper/lower limits give the observed multiplicity fractions from the surveys of Close et
al. (2003), Basri & Reiners (2006), Fisher & Marcy (1992), Duquennoy & Mayor (1991), Preibisch et al. (1999) and Mason et al. (1998), from left to right.
There is very little evolution of the multiplicity fraction over the 10 Myr of N-body evolution, even for the extreme case of no gas removal. All sets of results
are in reasonable agreement with the observed multiplicity as a function of primary mass.

the numerator only changes if a quadruple decays into two bina-
ries (which is quite rare). Furthermore, if the denominator is much
larger than the numerator (e.g. for brown dwarfs where the multi-
plicity fraction is low) the production of a few single objects does
not result in a large change to the value of MF . This was useful
for Bate (2009a) because many of the high-order systems in exis-
tence at the end of the calculations were likely to undergo further
dynamical evolution. Indeed, the long-term evolution of the mul-
tiple systems produced by the main calculation of Bate (2009a) is
the topic of this section.

In Figure 10, we plot the multiplicity fraction of the stars and
brown dwarfs as a function of stellar mass for the calculation at the
end of the hydrodynamical calculation (i.e. the beginning of the N-
body evolution) and at the end of the main N-body calculation at
an age of 10 Myr (top left and top right panels, respectively). The
top left panel is a reproduction of Figure 15 of Bate (2009a). The
mass bins were chosen for comparison with the results of various
observational surveys. The filled blue squares give the multiplicity
fractions from the calculation while the surrounding blue hatched
regions give the range in stellar masses over which the fraction is
calculated and the 1σ (68%) uncertainty on the multiplicity frac-
tion. The black open boxes and their associated error bars and/or

upper/lower limits give the results from a variety of observational
surveys (see the figure caption).

There is very little evolution of the multiplicity fraction dur-
ing the main N-body evolution of the cluster with instantaneous
gas removal. Both the results at the end of the hydrodynamical cal-
culation and those at the end of the N-body evolution are in good
quantitative and qualitative agreement with the observed multiplic-
ity fraction (see Bate (2009a) for a full discussion), which is found
to be a strongly increasing function of primary mass. We also note
that the decrease in binary fraction in the outer parts of the ejected
halo of stars found by Bate (2009a) is maintained to ages of 10 Myr
(Table 1), but that the transition radius at which the binary fraction
begins to decrease with distance has moved from 0.15 pc to 30 pc
as the halo has expanded.

For the randomly-perturbed sets of initial conditions, although
each calculation differs in detail with respect to which binaries
and multiple systems survive or evolve dynamically, any varia-
tions in the values of the multiplicity as a function of primary mass
are smaller than the statistical uncertainties already plotted in Fig-
ure 10. Typically, for each mass range one or two more or fewer
multiple systems survives in each random realisation for primary
masses < 0.50 M⊙. For the more massive systems there tends to
be somewhat more variation. For example, for the most massive

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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constellationSeparation Distributions
• Decay of high-order (quadruple) systems

• All cases, except no gas removal, form a significant number of very wide (>104 AU) systems 
(see also Kouwenhoven et al. 2010)

• Little evolution of  VLM systems, except that wide (>60 AU) systems broken up

Hydrodynamical          Instant gas removal                T0.1=1 Myr                   No gas removal



Conclusions
• Invariance of stellar properties:

• Interstellar conspiracy or self-regulation ?

• Protostellar interactions may provide self-regulation and stellar properties

• Gravitational fragmentation of structured molecular gas to form stellar groups

• Dissipative dynamical interactions between accreting protostars

• Gives an IMF-like mass distribution (competitive accretion), but depends on global Jeans mass

• Leads to observed multiplicity fractions & properties of multiple systems

• Radiative feedback (interactions) from accreting protostars

• Enables the production of an (almost) invariant IMF

• All three together can reproduce observed stellar properties (Bate 2012, 2014)

• Cluster evolution

• Star clusters may begin very dense (e.g. half-mass radii < 0.1 pc) and expand at 1-2 Myr

• Wide binaries may form during cluster dissolution (Moeckel & Bate 2010; Kouwenhoven et 
al. 2010)


